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LWATCHL1ST

20112011 promises to be another year of intrigue and transformation
for many of Australia and New Zealand's best-known firms. ALB
starts the year by nominating ten firms for whom 2011 will be
a particularly critical year. Whether they are law firms primed for
growth or ones that are looking to recover from a setback, here
are the firms that have a point to prove to the market
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Jane Dwyer
Consultant
Call 02 9220 4400 or email
jane.dwyer@9rJaw.com.au
Web: www. grlaw.com.au

GRLaw
LEGAL RECRUITMENT

LONDON • SYDNEY

CO L IN B IGG E RS & PA I SLEY
Stories of the rising mid-tier may be something of
an industry cliche, but there's no smoke without fireC olin Biggers & Paisley appears in the Watchlist as a representative of the risingmid-size firm category. It is difficult to single out one firm for this category

because there are many firms which match the criteria: to cite but threeexamples, Maddocks, Mills Oakley and Hall & Wilcox are all law firms which haveperformed strongly throughout the GFC and continue to challenge the notion thatonly national firms are capable of performing top-tier work.
Like CBP, the noteworthiness of these firms is not necessarily radical growthin FY2011 - although they may well achieve this - but rather a continuation of whathas been achieved over the past 5 years: consistent revenue growth, intelligentrecruitment and a development of top-tier expertise. CBP itself has grown revenuesby nearly 40% over the past 4 years and is budgeting for another 10% growthin FY2011. The firm is expecting to add another two to three partners to its ranks,depending on the availability of talent. "Recruiters will tell you that there are manystars in the large firms who are looking for a different environment - it's no longerabout simply being big," says managing partner Dunstan de Souza. "It's no longerabout size - it's about how good you are."

CBP is also notable because of its investment in an equity partnership with Dubai-based Lutfi & Co, an operation which is not financially integrated with CBP inAustralia. That joint venture has grown from 6 lawyers to 14 over the past 3 years andis said to be producing "steady, but not enormous, growth."

AT GR LAW WE HAVE BOTH PRIVATE PRACTICE AND IN-HOUSEOPPORTUNITIES IN SYDNEY AND OVERSEAS INCLUDING:

Sydney

Corporate/M&A Senior Associate - Sydney - JD76061
Professional Indemnity - 2-6 Yrs - Sydney - JD76154
Insurance Litigation -3-6 Yrs - Sydney -JD77141

Asia

Capital Markets Partner - Hong Kong - JD77162
Funds Lawyer - 3-6 Yrs - Hong Kong - JD7616
Construction - 2-6Yrs - Hong Kong - JD76634

Please contact Jane Dwyer in our Sydney office on +61 2 9220 4400 formore information today.

Dunstan de Souza
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